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Abstract 
Interactive chronological visualization system visualizes data by showing it in the right time at the correct place. In the other 
words, system combines series of events and position them in time and in place where and when they happened. Basic elements 
of the system are data with their description, spatial and time component, multimedia, timelines, topics and maps. With synthesis 
and overlapping of those elements this concept is attractive and engaging and at the first glance shows its uniqueness and 
innovation. Despite all the features and richness of visualization it kept simple and user-friendly interface. The user interface is 
built in accordance with modern standards and habits of the average computer user and does not require users to have any 
advanced knowledge or skills. Its innovative features and power of visualization are recognized by international experts so the 
concept was honored with multiple awards in the field of education and innovation. 
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1. Introduction 
Geanium is unique system for interactive visualization combines a chronological set of events and places them in 
time and space where and when they occurred. 
It displays data in an organized timelines on a dynamic map visualizing the dynamics of change in a given time 
in a particular area. Historical data are one example of data that can be used. Its possibility of simultaneously 
displaying multiple timelines provides a comparative look at the history. However, the use of this systen is not 
limited to history and it can be used in different scientific fields (arts, philosophy and other areas where data have 
spatial and temporal dimension), in business applications (visualization of processes and projects, supervision, 
security, sales reporting, etc.) or as a tool for social networking. 
Each event in the system can be provided with more multimedia files that are accessed by "entering into" an 
event they are attached to. It also supports the granularity of information allowing scrolling and zooming in both on 
the map and in time displaying events in different resolutions and increasing details with increasing zoom. The 
system is driven by the user's activities providing a non-linear movement through the events. 
Geanium received the Comenius EduMedia 2009 Award along with four Seals of Approval from the Gesellschaft 
für Pädagogik und Information (GPI) in Berlin, Erasmus EuroMedia 2009 Seal of Approval and Country Award 
from the European Society for Education and Communication (ESEC) in Vienna, and VIDI e-novation 2009 Tesla's 
Golden Egg Award for Innovation from the VIDI magazine and Ruđer Bošković Institute in Zagreb (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Awards (Source: www.geanium.com) 
2. System elements 
For every tool, the best results are achieved if the user is aware what that tool has been designed for. This is not 
to limit the creative use of the tool but should help users in the simplest and best use of the application in order 
to achieve the desire results and to help them when they encounter a problem that can be fixed with that tool (Figure 
2). 
 
 
Figure 2: System elements (Source: Kukulj, 2010) 
 
Geanium is a tool for data visualization and it visualizes that data by showing it in the right time at the correct 
place ("what", "where" and "when" of that data) alongside other data that covers the "there" and "then". The data can 
range from history to sales reports. As long as these three questions are pertinent to that data (What? Where? 
When?) Geanium can visualize that data and provide answers (Figure 3). 
 
 
 
Figure 3: How Geanium works? (Source: Kukulj, 2010) 
2.1. Data and bookmarks 
The data in Geanium is divided into two sections  one with the data that covers the crucial time and location 
component (they are called "bookmarks" once they have been entered into system) and all other data (that can be 
multimedia). The best results are achieved if available data is prepared that way before starting the online editing 
process. Both time and location components are needed for the bookmark data and they should refer to single point 
in time and space. This means that bookmark is the minimal information about a certain event at a certain level of 
detail. 
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All the other data can be attached to the bookmark as multimedia. We can also link to other bookmarks or 
timelines to provide additional information. This way bookmarks get in-depth information that is readily available to 
the user. 
 
 
Figure 4: Bookmark example (Source:  2010) 
 
Figure 4 shows a bookmark as an example of basic data points in Geanium. Point in the lower left corner shows 
the location of the markings on the map (in this case Sarajevo) and from there you can go further in depth 
information. 
2.2. Timelines and multimedia 
The bookmarks are organized into timelines, and multimedia is attached to the bookmarks. Timelines show the 
chronological correlation between the bookmarks according to any criteria that you have used to set that specific 
bookmark into that timeline. The timelines also reflect the dynamics of the bookmark data  some of them will have 
long periods of time between them, some of them will be packed closely together in the timeline. 
Multimedia files give the other dimension of the data in the bookmark. They allow users to find out more of that 
specific single event and explore it in more detail. This can be detailed information of the summary in the bookmark 
itself or it can contain artifacts or documents related to that bookmark. We also consider links to other resources 
(internal or external) to be part of that multimedia. Of course, traditional multimedia like pictures and movies can 
also be attached, as well as longer, more detailed texts explaining background or giving interpretation of the events 
that are marked in the bookmark itself. In this way a single bookmark can carry an independent set of information 
that is easily accessible to the user.  
Maybe the best way to imagine the relation of timelines, bookmarks and multimedia is to look at the timeline as 
the string of "information rope" (Figure 5) that has knots that connect orthogonal strings of that "information rope" 
where bookmarks are the knots (or entry points) and the multimedia for each bookmark is that orthogonal string. Of 
course, sizes can vary. 
 
 
Figure 5: Information rope (Source:  2010) 
2.3. Maps 
The maps are the space on which the bookmarks are shown. This means that the choice of map depends on the 
data that should be visualized and the data itself should fit on the map. This means that if your data is sequence of 
screw removal for disassembling a device, the map should be a picture of the back plate of that device where those 
screws are. Figures 6 and 7 show examples of possible appearance of the maps. 
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Figure 6: Continents and oceans    Figure 7: Layout of office space 
 
With this in mind, it is clear that we can not have "one map fits all" approach, therefore the map in the system is 
combined from parts that fit together and provide information relevant to the data that we want to show. Those parts 
are called map layers and they are combined in a way similar to children building blocks, one on top of another. 
Once the map layer is in the system it can be used over and over again. The starting set of map layers is provided in 
the system and user can also add more map layers that fit specific needs. 
Some map layers also need to change over time to provide accurate background for the events that are visualized. 
They are called animated map layers as they are made in a way similar to animated movie and then the frames of 
that movie are connected to key points in time. When we create animated map layer we produce several frames of 
animation that correspond to the look of the map in specific point in time  like a history atlas that turns the page at 
the right moment in story. 
The production of map layers is presumably the most complex part of the system, but it is divided into steps for 
users of different specialties that work together so for the most of the users the contact with the map will be 
selecting a location for the bookmark. 
2.4. Topics 
When you combine all the data, all timelines, bookmarks and multimedia with map layers needed to visualize 
them - you have a topic. The topic is a final result of work in the editor  one self-contained digital object that can 
be used as an e-book, deployed to web pages, kiosk systems or into Learning Management Systems, depending on 
different needs. 
When work on the topic is finished, the topic can be exported in a format that we need for further distribution, 
including all the data that we have entered and the current version of Geanium Player. 
Topic must have at least one map layer and at least one timeline. There is no limit on the maximum number of 
map layers or the number of timelines in one topic. 
3. Example  A Rome 
 
 
Figure 8: Global view (Source: www.geanium.com) 
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History has, throughout the development of learning and sciences, been deemed as one of the most important 
subjects in education. The basis for many subjects and professions can be encountered in ancient civilizations, many 
in the history of the Roman Empire. This is a demo created in the Geanium platform, covering some basic data on 
Ancient Rome. In this demo, one can view and compare the Roman civilization with other great civilizations of that 
era by the simple use of the global view (Figure 8) or zoom in the Geanium Player. Zooming in allows the viewing 
of the chronological developments in smaller nations of the time around the Mediterranean Sea (Figure 9). A range 
of random multimedia is included, from photographs of actual artifacts to CGI recreations and short animated videos 
(Figure 10). 
   
 
           Figure 9: Zoom in           Figure 10: Multimedia 
4. Conclusion 
Geanium is a unique system for interactive visualization that combines a chronological set of events and places 
them in time and space where and when they occurred. 
Opportunities offered by the Geanium provides access to data in a new, more comprehensive manner that 
provides not only insight into the data, but insight into the temporal and spatial context of the data and insight into 
the layers and the sub-layers of data depending on the preferred level of detail. With this approach the system 
becomes accessible tool for electronic processing and presentation of teaching (education), for informative, 
entertaining or promotional purpose and for the analysis, organization and control of business processes (such as in 
manufacturing or industry). 
With additional features that extract data from their data environment, combining the extracted data and the 
possibility of parallel displaying of different data, this application becomes a tool in the first place for comparative 
historiography and in other sciences and researches that requires relevant parallel and dynamic view of a number of 
data. 
Geanium leaves open the possibility of updates, both in terms of user-selectable options and in terms of the 
constant possibility of supplementing the information contained in the system. 
Innovation and versatility of possible applications has been recognized by international experts, mainly from the 
fields of science and education, and Geanium has already been proud owner of several awards and recognitions. 
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